#INTRODUCTION

OUR_STORY >

An inviting and stylish design. A powerful but clean propulsion
system. A slim and sporty electric car with a compact shape

THIS_IS_YKS1 >

that requires only half of the road. Grey and drab are things of

OPPORTUNITIES >

everyone can easily unlock a car using their smartphone. I see

TARGET_AUDIENCES >

the past. I see green and clean cities with central hubs where

world cities, companies and knowledge centres combining their
knowledge and power. I see the future of mobility and urban

COLLABORATE >

transport.

CONTACT >

I see YKS1… The electric car that energizes you.
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#OUR_STORY

STYLISH_&_CHARMING

GREEN _&_FRESH

One look is enough. Her sleek lines and smooth forms are seductive.

Fine particles, nitrogen and CO2. We are sick of it. And so are our lungs.

The perfect balance between style and sport. The golden ratio between

Our cities must and can be cleaner. It is no accident that we chose YKS1

synthetic material and glass. You want to drive this thing. Zooming through

as the name for our first vehicle of the future. YKSI = one in Finnish. And

the city centre heading to your appointment. Or back to the train station

look at that: Finland has been the European number one in the field of

after visiting a business park on the outskirts of the city. You do not have the

sustainability for years. Driven by renewable energy sources, Finland has

power or desire to resist the YKS1’s charm. You want to be seen with

become a leader in CO2 reduction. A shining green example and inspiration

her. And she with you.

for our own YKS1.

CLEAN_&_SPORTY

With YKS1, we are heading in a new direction. A direction that helps cities

Fast, sporty and agile. You feel the blistering clean power under your pedal.

fulfil their environmental and reduction promises. This has become more

An electric drive with a modern range and sexy acceleration. Quietly float

relevant than ever after the NGO ‘Environmental Defense’ sued the Dutch

across the Coolsingel or head for the Kalverstraat. YKS1 is being developed

state and the judge ordered the Dutch state to do more to combat air

for speeds of at least 80 kilometers per hour, making it extra safe for

pollution. We want to contribute to this with YKS1. Green HUBs on logistical

areas with a 50 kilometer per hour speed limit. Turn corners with the

nodes with clean, electric transport that is accessible to everyone.

self-assurance of a race car driver. Lean in and glide through with control

No oversized, three-quarters empty, polluting cars clogging up the city,

and stability thanks to the flexible swing suspension. YKS1 makes urban

but perfectly sized, flexible and clean passenger and freight transport.

driving into an experience.
KNOWLEDGE _&_STRENGTH/POWER
SLIM _&_SPACIOUS

Sharing is the new having. We’re not developing YKS1 for ourselves, but for

Alone time with YKS1 is something to savour. Give her your attention and

everyone. Our main goal is to make the YKS1 a reality, which is why we will

she’ll give you energy in return. You’re at the steering wheel, so you’re in

embrace every idea, initiative or advice that gets us closer to our goal.

control. Another advantage of a single-seater is that you only need half of

Help is welcome and knowledge = power. That’s why we are happy to work

the road. Capacity problems and traffic jams in cities will become a thing of

with companies, governments, investors and knowledge centres in the

the past overnight. And despite her slender shape, she offers plenty of space

Netherlands and abroad. Together we will pave the way to the right future.

for a suitcase, package or groceries. And rest assured: a comfortable seat.
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Her sleek lines and smooth forms
are seductive. The perfect balance
between style and sport.
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Turn corners with the self-assurance of
a race car driver. YKSI makes urban
driving into an experience.
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Her slender shape offers plenty
of space for a suitcase, package
or groceries.
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#THIS_IS_YKS1
BODYPANELS MADE FROM OCEAN PLASTIC

CIRCULAIR PRODUCTION
RAW MATERIAL RECOVERY

GREEN REINFORCED
COMPOSITE CHASSIS
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CLEAN DESIGN

AIR POLLUTION

#OPPORTUNITIES

CROWDED CITIES

FUTURE-PROOF CITIES

AMBITION
CLIMATE SUMMIT
EUROPEAN CO2
REDUCTION IN 2030

40%

= THE EQUIVALENT OF 7.OOO.OOO CARS

AMBITION
CLIMATE SUMMIT
EUROPEAN CO2
REDUCTION IN 2050

95%
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#TARGET_AUDIENCES
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#COLLABORATE
TU DELFT / TU EINDHOVEN / UNIVERSITEIT TWENTE / MIT
TOWNSHIPS / CITIES / GOVERNMENTS

THE OCEAN CLEANUP /
WE BEAT THE MOUNTAIN

AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRIE
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YKS1 THE
FUTURE

SKY

WATER

LAND
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YKS1
One can change the world.

CONTACT
hello@yks1.nl
yks1.nl

Ronald Schoonrok

Be the one.

+31 6 46 12 93 36
ronald@yks1.nl

